Master Planning Committee  
of  
University of Alaska Fairbanks  

Date: September 26, 2013  
To: Brian Rogers, Chancellor  
From: Joshua Greenberg, Chair  

Re: MPC Recommendation 2013-13 – North Campus gate closure  

The UAF Master Planning Committee recommends approval of the North Campus Subcommittee motion to chain all the gates accessing North Campus during the weeks of break-up. The chains will not be set where they will impact non-motorized users. They will be locked with Knox locks so that the fire department will have access. The dates will be set at the discretion of the North Campus Manager and Trail Groomer to minimize impact during “mud season.” Announcements will be published in Cornerstone, and through emails to researchers and departments as well as one from Facilities Services. Researchers and departments will be notified several weeks in advance of the locks being installed and have the opportunity to submit concerns and needs to the North Campus Manager.  

Made by: Jim Dixon  
Seconded by: Ian Olson  
Passed: 11-0